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Figure 1: Cavities and water molecules in a bacteriorhodopsin monomer. The cavities, which are depicted by surfaces colored according to
their volume, were extracted for different atomic radii: (a) van der Waals radii [RT96], (b) individual atomic radii, (c) atom-type radii and
(d) element radii. For (b) to (d), the radii were computed with the method proposed in this paper. Note that the water molecules depicted by
ball-and-stick models are not fully contained in the cavities computed for vdW radii (a).

Abstract
In molecular structure analysis and visualization, the molecule’s atoms are often modeled as hard spheres parametrized by their
positions and radii. While the atom positions result from experiments or molecular simulations, for the radii typically values
are taken from literature. Most often, van der Waals (vdW) radii are used, for which diverse values exist. As a consequence,
different visualization and analysis tools use different atomic radii, and the analyses are less objective than often believed.
Furthermore, for the geometric accessibility analysis of molecular structures, vdW radii are not well suited. The reason is that
during the molecular dynamics simulation, depending on the force field and the kinetic energy in the system, non-bonded atoms
can come so close to each other that their vdW spheres intersect. In this paper, we introduce a new kind of atomic radius,
called ’atomic accessibility radius’, that better characterizes the accessibility of an atom in a given molecular trajectory. The
new radii reflect the movement possibilities of atoms in the simulated physical system. They are computed by solving a linear
program that maximizes the radii of the atoms under the constraint that non-bonded spheres do not intersect in the considered
molecular trajectory. Using this data-driven approach, the actual accessibility of atoms can be visualized more precisely.

CCS Concepts
•Computing methodologies → Molecular simulation; •Applied computing → Molecular structural biology;

1. Introduction
Space-filling representations of molecular structures play an impor-
tant role both for visualization and geometric analysis. In particular,
the analysis of cavities, channels, pockets and binding sites is often
based on molecular representations in which the molecule’s atoms
are simplified by hard spheres that are parametrized by their posi-
tions and radii. Due to the high repulsive force between close non-

bonded atoms, two atoms cannot get too close to each other. Thus,
to some extent and for specific purposes it is justified to consider
atoms as hard spheres. For the visualization and geometric analysis
of molecular structures, van der Waals (vdW) spheres are the most
often used hard spheres. They are named after Johannes Diderik
van der Waals, who was the first to recognize that each atom oc-
cupies a finite amount of space. One way to determine vdW radii
is to analyze the attractive and repulsive interactions between non-
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bonded atoms. For distances between 3 and 4 Å, two non-bonded
atoms start to attract each other. The attraction increases with de-
creasing atom distance. At a certain distance, the outer electron re-
gions of both atoms start to overlap which results in a strong repul-
sive force [Str95]. This behavior is often physically modeled by the
Lennard-Jones potential (Fig. 2). Using the Lennard-Jones poten-
tial, the vdW radii are often defined such that the sum of the vdW
radii is equal to the vdW contact distance. Due to the thermody-
namical fluctuations, the distance between two atoms is not fixed.
As a result, the distance can become smaller than the vdW contact
distance so that vdW spheres of non-bonded atoms can intersect.

Although vdW spheres are a useful representation of atoms for
many applications, they must be handled with care when study-
ing the accessibility of a molecule’s atoms [LN98]. One reason
is that vdW spheres of non-bonded atoms might intersect, which
contradicts our intuition of accessibility. Another problem is that
several definitions of vdW radii exist in the literature. Thus, differ-
ent molecular visualization and analysis tools use different radii.
Hence, the results are less objective than commonly believed. Fur-
thermore, vdW radii are generally defined per chemical element.
This ignores that attracting and repulsive forces might also depend
on the number and types of covalently bonded atoms [LN98]. Fi-
nally, and this is true for all fixed atom radii, vdW radii do neither
take into account the particular molecular system at hand nor its
thermodynamical state. While for static molecular structures the
latter problem cannot be easily circumvented, this is possible for
molecular systems simulated using molecular dynamics (MD).

In most MD simulations, the Lennard-Jones potential is
parametrized depending on pairs of atom types, where an atom type
is described by the chemical element and the covalently bonded
atoms. Hence, MD trajectories represent rich information, in par-
ticular about physically modeled atomic interactions but also about
the thermodynamical state of the system. All of this information
is represented by the interatomic distances occurring in the trajec-
tory. For example, if the system is simulated at a high temperature,
the interatomic distances will vary more strongly and the minimal
interatomic distances will be smaller than for a lower temperature.

In this paper, we introduce a new type of atomic radius based
on the analysis of MD trajectories. We call this radius atomic ac-
cessibility radius or simply accessibility radius. The name of the
radius suggests that it is designed to better reflect the accessibil-
ity. Thus it is mainly suited for the geometric accessibility anal-
ysis of a molecule’s atoms as well as for molecular visualization
with the purpose of revealing the accessibility of certain regions
of the molecule. We derive the atomic accessibility radii utilizing
a data-driven approach that analyzes the minimal interatomic dis-
tances of non-bonded atoms of an MD trajectory. Note that for each
molecular system and each simulation trajectory, the radii might
differ, thus taking into account the specificity of the particular sim-
ulation. One property of the atomic accessibility radii is that all
non-bonded atoms do not intersect throughout the whole MD tra-
jectory. We guarantee this by optimizing a linear program where
the non-intersection is formulated as constraints and the radii are
maximized. In summary, we see as main contributions of this work

• an efficient algorithm to compute all minimal distances between
non-bonded atoms in an MD simulation;

distance

attractionrepulsion

potential energy

contact distance

Figure 2: Illustration of the vdW forces between hydrogen and
carbon. The forces are modeled by the Lennard-Jones potential.

• a linear program to compute maximal accessibility radii with the
constraints that non-bonded atoms do not intersect;

• a technique to compute accessibility radii for different abstrac-
tion levels (elements, atom types, individual atoms);

• an increase of the awareness that atomic radii are not univer-
sal constants but are defined with regard to a particular purpose;
molecular visualizations based on atomic radii therefore are less
objective than commonly thought and specifically vdW radii do
often not correctly reflect the accessibility of atoms.

2. Related Work
Since the PhD thesis of van der Waals (1873), postulating atoms
and molecules of finite size to establish a correct equation of state
for gases and liquids, there is a long history on determining atomic
radii. Landmarks are the work of Bragg [Bra20], presenting radii
for major chemical elements (and even visualizing crystal struc-
tures, composed of atoms depicted as spheres), and the book of
Pauling [Pau39], giving a general account of different types of
atomic radii in bonded (covalent, metallic, and ionic) and non-
bonded states. Slater [Sla64] presented improved sets of empirical
atomic radii, set up such that the sum of the radii of two atoms
forming a bond in a crystal or molecule gives an approximate value
of the internuclear distance. Intermolecular van der Waals (vdW)
radii of the nonmetallic elements have been assembled into a list of
recommended values for volume calculations by Bondi [Bon64].
Various methods have been devised – mechanical, crystallograph-
ical, electrical, optical and computational – to empirically deter-
mine vdW radii. They give similar, yet different values. For phys-
ical reasons why vdW radii vary with the particular chemical en-
vironment, see e.g. Bondi [Bon64]. Rowland et al. [RT96] pre-
sented new results considering the non-bonded contact distances
in organic crystals. They recognized that the radii defined by Bondi
are quite similar to their results and only differ for a few elements.
Li and Nussinov [LN98] noted that polar atoms usually need more
space when neighbored to other polar atoms. They derive Coulom-
bic radii from the contact with water and suggest using these radii
for polar atoms instead of vdW radii, in particular for cavity analy-
sis and docking computations. An extensive overview of vdW radii
of elements was given by Batsanov [Bat01]. In a more recent work
Batsanov [Bat11] extended this work by atomic radii for metals,
derived from empirical data and an equation of state for solids.

Based on the vdW spheres or other hard sphere models, sev-
eral space-filling molecular representations have been defined.
Among these are the vdW surface, the solvent accessible surface
(SAS) [LR71], the solvent excluded surface (SES) [Ric77, C∗83],
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Figure 3: Illustration of different atom type trees with hmax = 2.
The colors represent the chemical elements, where hydrogen is
white, carbon is gray, nitrogen is blue, and oxygen is red.

the Gaussian molecular surfaces [GP95], and other molecular sur-
faces [Whi12, KKF∗17]. How well these representations describe
accessibility strongly depends on the radii of the used spheres.

Apart from visualization, which is often a first means to ana-
lyze the accessibility of a molecule’s atoms, a more explicit means
is cavity analysis. Most cavity detection algorithms are based on
space-filling molecular representations. Especially the vdW surface
or models based on the vdW surface, like the SES or Gaussian sur-
faces, are often used to visualize and extract cavities and channels
in proteins. Hence, these structures directly depend on the used
atomic radii. A recent review article [KKL∗16] gives a good and
detailed overview of the cavity analysis methods and tools, all of
which are influenced by the choice of atomic radii.

3. Method
The general idea of our method is to derive the atomic accessibil-
ity radii from the minimal distances between non-bonded atoms of
a given MD trajectory. The derived radii should be maximal such
that the intersection of all pairs of non-bonded atoms is empty. This
leads to an optimization problem, where the objective function is
the sum of a set of accessibility radii, which is to be maximized
under the constraints that no pair of non-bonded atom spheres in-
tersects when using the derived radii as sphere radii. In the follow-
ing we present the method to derive accessibility radii from an MD
simulation in detail, describing three levels of abstractions.

3.1. Definition of Atom Types
The method we propose can be used to compute accessibility radii
for chemical elements, for specific atom types, or for individual
atoms. While the chemical element is always given as input, there
exist different definitions for the atom type depending on the neigh-
borhood of an atom in terms of covalent bonds and other properties.
The type of an atom is more specific than its chemical element type.
For example, two hydrogen atoms of a water molecule are clearly
of the same atom type, but they are different to a hydrogen atom
connected by a covalent bond to a carbon atom. Simulation pro-
grams parameterize the atom type differently. Sometimes the atom
types are given by specific atom names in the data, as, for example,
by the CHARMM simulation program [BBM∗09]. To overcome

Figure 4: Space-filling models with different atomic radii. The up-
per images show vdW radii [RT96] (left) and computed accessibil-
ity radii for individual atoms (right). The lower images show the
computed radii for atom types (left) and chemical elements (right).
The atoms are colored according to the CPK schema.

the problem that different atom types are used by different simu-
lation programs, we propose a systematic definition of atom types
that is based on the covalent bonds and the chemical elements in
the neighborhood.

In order to give such a formal definition, it is most convenient to
consider a molecule with n atoms as a graph G = (V,E) where the
set of nodes V represents the atoms, and the set of edges E denotes
the covalent bonds between the atoms. Let vi and v j represent two
atoms i and j of the molecule. Then, e = (vi,v j) ∈ E if and only
if i and j are connected by a covalent bond. Let h(i, j) be the bond
distance between two atoms i and j. It is defined as the number
of bonds of the shortest path in G from vi to v j. Now, given the
graph G and a maximal bond distance hmax ∈ N, for each atom i,
we can extract a tree Ti(hmax) that contains all nodes v j ∈ V with
h(i, j) ≤ hmax. The tree is rooted at vi and constructed as follows:
The children of vi are all nodes v j with h(i, j) = 1. More general,
the child nodes of a node vk are all nodes vl with h(k, l) = 1 and
h(i, l) = h(i,k)+1 under the condition that h(i, l)≤ hmax. The tree
Ti of an atom i represents its atom type. Therefore, in the following
we call it ’atom type tree’. Figure 3 shows atom type trees for four
different cases. Two atoms i and j have the same atom type if their
corresponding atom type trees Ti and Tj are isomorphic. Efficient
algorithms to determine whether two trees are isomorphic are, for
example, described by Valiente [Val02].

The maximal bond distance for the creation of the atom type
trees can be specified by the user, but in most cases a maximal bond
distance of 2 seems appropriate and is similar to what is considered
by simulation programs.
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(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 5: Close-up of the solvent excluded surface showing a cavity in bacteriorhodopsin. The surface is computed using vdW radii [RT96]
(a) as well as accessibility radii computed for individual atoms (b), atom type (c), and chemical elements (d).

3.2. Non-Bonded Atoms
For calculating accessibility radii as proposed in this work, we con-
sider the Euclidean distances between atoms that are not bonded to
each other. The term ’non-bonded’ requires a clear definition that
is given in this paragraph.

Molecular dynamics simulation programs handle atoms con-
nected by covalent bonds differently than atoms that are not con-
nected by covalent bonds. Non-bonded forces, i.e. Coulomb and
vdW interactions, are only applied between pairs of atoms that are
either not at all covalently connected, or separated by more than
three covalent bonds. Bonded forces, on the other hand, are mod-
eled by harmonic springs for bond stretching and bond angle bend-
ing motions as well as bond twisting motions. Due to these forces,
bonded atoms can get closer to each other than atoms interacting
by non-bonded forces. The maximal number of atoms involved in
a bonded interaction occurs for bond twisting motions. A twisting
motion includes 4 atoms connected in a chain by 3 bonds. There-
fore, we define a pair of atoms i and j as non-bonded if there is no
covalent connection over three or less bonds, that is if h(i, j)> 3.

Whether or not two atoms are non-bonded can be tested very
quickly in the following way. First of all, we compute for each atom
a list of atoms that are connected directly or indirectly via at most
three covalent bonds. We call such a list blacklist, where Bi ⊂ N
is the blacklist of atom i. In classical MD simulations, covalent
bonds are fixed over the entire simulation. Thus, we only have to
compute the blacklist for each atom once. This can be efficiently
done on the molecular graph G defined in Sec. 3.1. To do so, we
use Dijkstra’s shortest path algorithm to compute all atoms j with
h(i, j) ≤ 3. Afterwards we use the quicksort algorithm to sort the
atom indices of each blacklist. This allows us to quickly check with
a binary search if another atom is non-bonded or not.

3.3. Distance Computation
Since the calculation of accessibility radii is based on the computa-
tion of minimal Euclidean distances between pairs of non-bonded
atoms, here we describe how these distances are computed.

As mentioned before, our approach works for element types,
atom types, and individual atoms. To generalize the description of
the method, we first introduce an atom classifier c : {1, ...,n} −→
{1, ...,m} that maps each atom to a class. Depending on whether
we want to compute the accessibility radii of element types, atom
types or individual atoms, a class represents a chemical element, an

atom type, or an individual atom, respectively. Hence, for individ-
ual accessibility radii, c is the identity map and m = n.

Let D∈Rm,m be a distance matrix, storing the minimal distances
between the atom classes. Note that D is symmetric and that we
initialize it with a user-defined distance cutoff value dmax. For each
time step and each atom i, we collect all neighboring atoms Ni ⊂N
of i. Therefore the neighborhood of atom i is defined as the set of
all atoms whose distance to i is smaller than dmax. Note that i is not
a neighbor of itself, so i /∈ Ni. In addition, we have to consider the
boundary conditions of the simulation. A fast neighborhood detec-
tion can be achieved using a 3-dimensional grid data structure to
store the atom positions. For each neighbor j ∈ Ni, we check if j
is stored in the blacklist Bi of atom i. Since Bi is sorted, this can
be done in an efficient way using a binary search. If j ∈ Bi, we
can ignore it; otherwise, we compute the distance d between the
atoms i and j. If d < dk,l , where k = c(i) and l = c( j), we have
to update the minimal distance by setting dk,l and dl,k to d. After
all time steps and atoms have been processed, D contains all min-
imal distances between the defined atom classes that appear in the
molecular trajectory.

3.4. Radii Computation
In order to compute maximal radii for the atom classes, we have
to solve an optimization problem. The optimization problem can
be formally described by a set of variables, an objective function,
a set of constraints, and, optionally, a set of bounds. The variables
represent the radii of different atom classes. Our goal is to maxi-
mize all of them, so the objective function to be maximized is the
sum of all radii. The constraints are given by the minimal distances
between the atom classes. We want to avoid that non-bonded atoms
intersect, so each constraint describes an inequality where the sum
of two radii should be smaller than or equal to the minimal distance
of the corresponding atoms. Optionally, one can add further bounds
for the variables. A lower bound for the radii is 0, because accessi-
bility radii should always be non-negative. An upper bound is not
necessary, but one could optionally use the vdW radii suggested by
Rowland et al. [RT96] or even larger values. To compute the atom
class radii, we solve the following problem:

maximize
m

∑
i=1

wi · ri

constraints ri + r j ≤ di, j i≤ j|i, j ∈ {1, ...,m}
bounds ri ≥ 0.
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Here, ri are the radii of the atom classes weighted by wi ∈R. Except
for the minimal distances between non-bonded atoms, the problem
has no further information about the physics of the simulation. In
particular, it has no information about the different elements. In
case of water, for example, this can lead to hydrogen atoms that
are larger than oxygen atoms. The reason for this is that the non-
bonded interactions in water mainly take place between hydrogen
atoms and oxygen atoms. A hydrogen atom tends to get closer to
the oxygen atom of another water molecule than to the hydrogen
atoms. Because, there are twice as many hydrogen atoms as oxygen
atoms in water, the optimal solution would be to generate as large as
possible radii for the hydrogen atoms. This is mainly due to the fact
that it has not been specified how to distribute the minimal distances
to the corresponding accessibility radii. We add this information
by introducing relationships between the sizes of the accessibility
radii, which is realized by weights wi for classes of atoms.

Assuming a spherical shape and a constant density of bonded
atoms, an accessibility radius is proportional to 3

√
me of the mass

me of the element. To ensure that each atom and not only the class
is represented in the optimization, we need to take into account the
number of atoms per class ci. Hence, we weight each radius by
wi = 3

√
me · ci. This creates a relationship between the radii which

only leads to a tendency not a strict relationship in the solution. This
particular weighting is a physical approximation but it can also be
replaced by other application-dependent relationships.

Since the objective function of this problem is linear with respect
to the variables and the constraints, and the variables have a lower
bound of 0, the optimization problem belongs to the linear opti-
mization problems, also known as linear programs (LPs). One can
solve such a classical continuous linear program using a simplex-
algorithm or an interior point method [Mur83]. An open source im-
plementation of a revised simplex algorithm is SOPLEX [Wun96]
integrated in the SCIP [Ach09] framework. Two of the fastest com-
mercial LP solvers are CPLEX [CPL] and Gurobi [Gur].

3.5. Individual Accessibility Radii
Classical molecular dynamics simulations of biomolecules usually
contain hundreds of thousands up to several millions of atoms. For
the computation of individual accessibility radii, this can lead to
very large distance matrices that possibly do not fit into the main
memory. Furthermore, the number of constraints m(m + 1)/2 is
quadratic in the number of atoms m. Even the fastest LP solvers,
for example, Gurobi and CPLEX, have problems to solve such large
problems. To reduce the size of the LP, we can reduce the number of
constraints by not storing the minimal distances to all atoms. This
is possible for two reasons. First, not all atoms in the blacklist need
to be considered and, thus, we do not need to store the distances
to them. Second, atoms whose distance is always larger than dmax
also do not need to be stored.

However, this reduction might still not suffice, since MD simu-
lations typically contain a lot of water molecules and these water
molecules move very fast. Hence, many atoms in the simulation
have minimal distances smaller than dmax to a lot of atoms, namely
the hydrogen and oxygen atoms of the water. If this is the case, we
use a heuristic that restricts the number of minimal distances for
each atom to a fixed number k. That is, for each atom, we store
maximally k minimal distances. Note that in this case, each dis-

Figure 6: Solvent excluded surface (blue) of a molecular pocket
containing a ligand (trajectory 1 in Table 1). The surface was gen-
erated using vdW radii [RT96] (left) and computed individual ac-
cessibility radii (right).

tance needs to be labeled with the corresponding atom, because we
do not have a distance matrix D anymore but only lists of distances.
Instead of storing all minimal distances to atom i, we only store the
minimal distances to the atoms that come closest to atom i. If we
applied this strategy, we would typically end up with distances to
hydrogen atoms only, because the distances to hydrogen atoms are
generally smaller than the distances to other elements. Therefore,
we partition the k possible minimal distances into slots kl for all
occurring elements l, with ∑kl = k. The slots are chosen propor-
tional to the number of atoms of each element. For biomolecular
simulations, this results in a large slot for hydrogen atoms, medium
slots for carbon and oxygen, and very small slots for rare elements
like nitrogen, sulfur, and phosphor. In each slot, we store only the
smallest minimal distances according to the slot element. Hence,
instead of a quadratic number of constraints, the overall number is
now restricted to k ·m . In practice, we set k to a value between 50
and 100.

4. Results
In the following, we give computation timings as well as qualitative
and quantitative results concerning the computation of the accessi-
bility radii using different parameters.

All trajectories used for our radii computation were created by
our cooperation partners using two different simulation programs
and force fields. The first 3 trajectories in Table 1 were simulated
using Gromacs [PPS∗13] with the Amber force field [CDC∗12].
For the other trajectories, NAMD [PZKK02] and the CHARMM
force field [BBM∗09] were used. All trajectories contain between
200.000 and 300.000 atoms. The number of time steps (#TS) used
for the computation of the radii is given in Table 1.

For the blacklist computation, we used a bond distance of 3, that
is, only atoms with a minimal bond distance larger than 3 are con-
sidered as non-bonded. This corresponds to the modeling of bond-
ing forces in MD simulations.

To give an impression for the amount of intersections of non-
bonded atoms within a trajectory, we computed the average distri-
bution of the intersection overlap for the vdW radii by Rowland et
al. [RT96] (Fig. 7). For the first two trajectories∼96 % of the atoms
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Figure 7: Average distribution of the pairwise intersections of non-
bonded atoms per time step depending on the overlap distances for
the five data sets in Table 1 when using the vdW radii proposed by
Rowland et al. [RT96].

are involved in intersections per time step. For the polymer-solvent
trajectory still ∼50 % of the atoms intersect and within the protein
membrane trajectories ∼76 % and ∼82 % of the atoms intersect.

4.1. Performance
In this section, we give timings for the computation of the ac-
cessibility radii for an MD trajectory with approximately 250.000
atoms. All computations were executed on a desktop system (Intel
Xeon X5650, 2.66 GHz, 24 GB RAM).

All pre-processing steps of our algorithm scale linearly with the
number of atoms. For the computation of the blacklists of all atoms,
approximately 1 minute was needed. Note that the blacklists need
to be computed only once for the whole trajectory. No optimiza-
tions were carried out for this part of the algorithm. The second pre-
processing step in our algorithm is the computation of all minimal
distances. For each time step, this took approximately 1− 2 sec-
onds. The modified distance computation, described in Section 3.5,
for up to 100 minimal distances is in the same time scale.

Linear programs (LPs) can be solved in polynomial time, but
it is difficult to give an exact performance analysis for a specific
kind of problem. Often, the time to solve an LP depends mainly
on the number of variables and constraints. For the computation
of the radii for elements or atom types, the LPs consist only of
up to 150 variables and a few thousand constraints. These LPs can
be solved within less than a second by most LP solvers, like SO-
PLEX [Wun96]. In contrast, the computation of individual accessi-
bility radii is much more expensive. SOPLEX was not able to com-
pute the optimal solution within 3 days. For 50 minimal distances
per atom, Gurobi [Gur] took approximately 5 minutes to solve the
problem. When using 100 minimal distances, this time significantly
increased to approximately 45 minutes.

4.2. Radii for Elements
We computed accessibility radii per element for 5 molecular dy-
namics simulation trajectories. The results are shown in Table 1
together with the vdW radii proposed by Rowland et al. [RT96].
We listed only the values for hydrogen (H), carbon (C), nitrogen
(N), oxygen (O), and sulfur (S), since these were the element types
that were present in the trajectories. As expected, nearly all com-
puted accessibility radii are smaller than the vdW radii proposed by
Rowland et al. [RT96]. Especially the computed radii for the hydro-
gen atoms are much smaller. Another observation we can make is

that the differences in the element radii between different trajec-
tories are rather small. The largest radius difference is 0.23 Å for
hydrogen.

4.3. Radii for Atom Types
For computing the atom type radii, we used a maximal tree depth
of 2, so hmax = 2. This results in 109-133 different atom types for
the trajectories 1, 2, 4, and 5. The radii for these four trajectories
are given in the supplementary material. Trajectory 3 is a quite dif-
ferent system that contains only 50 atom types and is therefore ex-
cluded from the comparison. Altogether 180 different atom types
occurred in the four molecular systems, with quite similar radii for
each atom type. Only for one atom type, the maximal radius differ-
ence was larger than 0.3 Å, and for most atom types, the maximal
radius difference was below 0.15 Å. Additionally, for trajectory 1,
the atom type radii and the element radii are shown in Figure 8, left.
Here, the atom types are grouped by their tree root elements. The
atom type radii are depicted as filled circles along the x-axis, while
the element radii are depicted as black crosses.

It can be observed that the radii for hydrogen atoms range from
approximately 0.25 Å to approximately 0.9 Å. While the hydro-
gens with the smallest radii are those from water, the largest hy-
drogen radii were computed for hydrogens that are connected to a
carbon atom. The radii for most hydrogen atom types vary between
0.75 Å and 0.8 Å. One can see that the element radius of hydrogen
is smaller than the radii computed for most of the hydrogen atom
types. This can be explained by the fact that the simulation trajec-
tories contain many water molecules whose hydrogen atoms move
closer to other atoms than hydrogen atoms of the protein or the
membrane. Since we use only the minimal distances between ele-
ments, they mainly come from the water molecules. Larger minimal
distances, for example, inside the membrane or inside the protein,
are not considered.

The usage of radii for atom types allows us to select more than
one radius per element. Thus, the optimizer is able to use much
larger radii for many hydrogen atoms. This also effects the radii of
the carbon, nitrogen, and oxygen types, where a similar tendency
can be seen. Due to the larger radii of these elements, rare elements
like sulfur or phosphor become a bit smaller.

4.4. Radii for Individual Atoms
The computation of accessibility radii for individual atoms was car-
ried out for all trajectories in Table 1. The results can be visually

Table 1: Comparison of the vdW radii proposed by Rowland et
al. [RT96] and the computed element radii for 5 molecular dynam-
ics trajectories with the given number of time steps (#TS). The radii
are given in Å.

Radii Source #TS H C N O S

Rowland [RT96] - 1.10 1.77 1.64 1.58 1.81
Protein-Ligand 4000 0.23 1.42 1.21 1.16 1.58
Protein-RNA 4000 0.22 1.41 1.25 1.15 1.64
Polymer-Solvent 13000 0.46 1.36 1.37 1.01 -
Protein in Mem. 350 0.44 1.46 1.31 1.08 1.60
Protein in Mem. 2550 0.34 1.40 1.33 1.03 1.70
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Figure 8: Radii values for different atom types (left) and individual atoms (right) compared to the radii computed for each chemical element
(black crosses). The radii of the atom types and individual atoms (colored circles) are grouped according to their chemical element.

compared directly in Figure 4 or indirectly by the internal cavities
and molecular representations in Figures 1, 5, 9, and 6. Similar to
the atom type radii, we plotted the radii of the protein-ligand tra-
jectory as circles in a diagram in Figure 8, right. The radii were
grouped again by the corresponding chemical element. In order to
show the distribution of the radii, we blended the circles represent-
ing the radii with a constant transparency value. We observed that
the radii are similar to the radii for atom types, but that they tend to
be a bit larger. Of course, this results in less and smaller cavities.

4.5. Radii Comparison and Impact
Since our radii computations are based on the minimal distances
between non-bonded atoms, it is obvious that the radii are in gen-
eral smaller than most presented van der Walls radii, whose purpose
is to reproduce the volume [Bon64] or the contact distance of the
Lennard-Jones potentials [RT96] (Fig. 2). Furthermore, one can ob-
serve that the more specific the radii definitions are, the larger are
the accessibility radii. Hence, in general, radii for chemical ele-
ments are smaller than radii for atom types which are again smaller
than radii for individual atoms (Fig. 4). This has a direct impact on
the results of all surface visualization models based on hard atom
spheres. One example is the visualization of the solvent excluded
surface (SES), which shows all accessible regions of a molecule for
a user-defined probe sphere. A close-up of the surface for a bacteri-
orhodopsin protein with a probe sphere radius of 1.4 Å is shown in
Figure 5. One can clearly see that the size of the cavity in the middle
of the image depends on the atomic radii. For classical vdW radii,
the cavity is much smaller compared to our computed radii. Thus,
the probe sphere can access deeper regions in the protein. Figure 6
shows another example of the SES of the back side of a molecular
pocket. The pocket includes a ligand bound to the protein. By using
vdW radii, the ligand intersects the surface of the protein. This is
not the case with our computed individual accessibility radii.

Analogously, the radii also have a direct impact on the results of
feature extraction algorithms, like the molecular cavity detection.
In Figure 1, all cavities in a bacteriorhodopsin monomer are shown
based on the 4 different atomic radii. The cavity detection was done
by the method presented by Lindow et al. [LBH11]. Again one can
see that more and larger cavities are detected for our computed radii
than for the vdW radii. One can also observe that for vdW radii,
the cavities are too small to completely enclose the included water
(Fig. 9) or that cavities are even missing (Fig. 1).

5. Discussion and Conclusion
For most molecular visualizations and analyses based on hard atom
spheres, vdW radii are used. However, in the literature, different

van der Waals radii can be found whose utilization leads to differ-
ent visualization and analysis results. This poses a problem, since
the results of geometric analyses are not as objective as they may
seem. Furthermore, vdW radii are computed with the purpose to
reproduce the volume of the molecules [Bon64] or to approximate
the equilibrium distance of the Lennard-Jones potentials [RT96].
For this reason, vdW radii are not suitable to model the accessi-
bility by hard spheres, because the minimal distance between two
non-bonded atoms is smaller than the sum of their vdW radii. This
might lead to problems, e.g. when using the radii for visualization
models showing accessibility or for extraction of geometric struc-
tures like cavities.

To overcome this problem, we have proposed a method to com-
pute atomic accessibility radii directly from an MD trajectory. The
computation is based on the minimal distances between pairs of
non-bonded atoms. Our method guarantees that the intersection of
the atom spheres of any two non-bonded atoms is always empty.
This results in generally smaller atomic radii compared to the vdW
radii. Thus, our computed radii are better suited for the task of ana-
lyzing the accessibility in molecules, which is demonstrated in Fig-
ures 1, 6, and 9. Furthermore, the radii we compute are based on the
physical properties considered in the simulation and, thus, they take
into account the thermodynamical parameters of the simulation.

Since our method guarantees that non-bonded atoms do not in-
tersect, we cannot miss geometrically accessible regions. This may
lead to an overestimation of accessibility. However, this overesti-
mation cannot be correctly handled by increasing the atomic radii,
since our radii are maximal with respect to non-intersection of non-
bonded atoms. Physical analysis methods are needed to finally de-
termine which regions are really accessible and which are not.

Using the mass of the chemical elements for the weighting of the
accessibility radii in the objective function of the LP is a physical
approximation to generate relationships between the radii. Depend-
ing on the input data and the analyses task, other weightings might
be more appropriate. However, for the analyses of the biomolecular
data in this work, the weightings proved to be very suitable.

Apart from the weights, the accessibility radii computation de-
pends solely on the distance analysis of non-bonded atoms. For a
correct result, it is important that all necessary minimal distances
are represented by the trajectory, otherwise the radii will be larger.
This requires that the density of atoms is high enough to reflect the
non-bonded minimal distances. In the case of biomolecular sim-
ulations, this density requirement is generally fulfilled. Hence the
result mainly depends on the number of time steps of the trajectory.
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The more time steps can be analyzed, the more accurate are the
minimal distances.

One observation we made is that during computation of a radius
value for each chemical element, the distances in D converge faster
with the number of time steps to the minimal distances than dur-
ing computation of radii for atom types. This can be explained by
the fact that for the calculation of an element radius more statis-
tical information from a single time step can be used than for the
calculation of an atom type radius. This is even more the case for
individual atoms. Overall, we can observe that the more specific
the definition of the radii, the more time steps are required to get
accurate results. Especially for individual accessibility radii, this
requires several hundreds or thousands of time steps.

Note that the non-intersection of pairs of non-bonded atom
spheres is not guaranteed for the computation of individual ac-
cessibility radii using a restricted number of minimal distances.
One possibility to avoid intersections is to run the algorithm sev-
eral times using the current distances of intersections as constraints
and the radii of the previous step as upper bounds. However, in our
results we did not observe such intersections.

Since our method to compute accessibility radii is based purely
on information contained in the molecular trajectory, we do not
need to explicitly consider parameters of the simulation program
and the simulation run. Instead, we can compute accessibility radii
from any molecular dynamics trajectory no matter what parameters
were used. For a higher simulation temperature, for example, the
accessibility radii might become smaller than for a lower tempera-
ture, thereby reflecting the higher energy of the molecule’s atoms.
This has a direct impact on the visualization models and the further
geometric analysis tasks, like cavity detection.

Nearly all simulation programs use different Lennard-Jones po-
tentials for different pairs of atom types. Especially with the com-
puted radii for atom types and individual atoms, we are the first to
represent and visualize these properties. For further cavity analy-
sis tasks we suggest to use the radii computed for different atom
types. Since most simulation programs also use specific behaviors
for different atom types, the radii more accurately represent these
properties than radii for element types. Furthermore, the radii com-
putation for atom types does not require so many simulation time
steps like the computation for individual atoms and the LP can be
solved very fast even for very large data sets. The definition of the
atom types by the covalently bonded neighborhood for hmax = 2
results in similar atom types than the types used in most simulation
programs. However, the user can select other values for hmax. While
increasing hmax leads to more specific radii and large LPs, decreas-
ing hmax results in more general radii. For the case of hmax = 0, the
atom types are equivalent to the chemical elements.

Our approach is of particular interest for the visualization of
models showing possible accessible regions for other atoms, ions
or substrates. One example is the SES (Fig. 5), which reflects better
the possible accessibility using the atomic accessibility radii com-
pared to the use of vdW radii. Furthermore, algorithms related to
void detection will also benefit from using accessibility radii.

6. Future Work
We plan to evaluate our method in more detail by analyzing more
cavity structures from simulation data. Specifically, we want to

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 9: Cavity containing a water molecule. The cavity was ex-
tracted using (a) vdW radii [RT96], (b) individual radii, (c) atom
type radii, and (d) element radii. The middle image shows the com-
plete protein (trajectory 2 in Table 1) with the location of the water.

compare the accessibility of substrates using our method with the
accessibility resulting from simulations. However, many processes
like, for example, proton transport by a proton pump or docking
processes of substrates are still difficult to simulate. Concerning
the accessibility of water molecules, it would be particularly in-
teresting to compare our results to the Coulombic radii for polar
atoms [LN98]. We also plan to publish our atom-type radii after
doing further comparisons with other MD trajectories. Addition-
ally, we would like to compare the calculated accessibility using
atomic accessibility radii with experimentally determined accessi-
bility. However, it is not clear, how the latter can be achieved.

Furthermore, we plan to optimize our implementations to reduce
the amount of time for the computation of the radii. Most of the
pre-processing can be done in parallel. Thus, it is highly suitable
for a GPU implementation. With such optimizations, solving the
LP will become the most critical part of the whole pipeline even
for thousands of time steps.
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